Acoustical Surfaces, Inc. Proudly Introduces the Professional Association with Mark Wenner, CEO of Studio Construction Service, Inc. of Nashville, TN.

As a consultant in the recording industry Mark deals daily with the full range of acoustical projects, and is capable of taking on your project from the smallest to the largest. The intelligence behind the information you use to build with is critical, and our detailed service and depth of experience will save you time and money. Ultimate satisfaction comes in knowing that you did it right the first time, using valid information reviewed from the beginning, eliminating costly mistakes. We will discuss your needs, and then tailor a custom system just for you which will surpass any test put upon it. From a simple mix, to mastering a record, we can meet your needs. The costs for our services are based on hourly rates on the front end, but design packaging is available. Have us quote on your project today.

Mark has been designing and building recording performance rooms for over 25 years for names like Take 6, EMI/Sparrow and Provident Music Publishing, Yanni, John Tesh and a host of others. CAD/CAM software is employed for all project development, and the finished blueprints are delivered to the job ready to build. Just choose a qualified local builder, and/or have Studio Construction Service quote on specific areas of work or project management. From isolated floors, walls and ceiling systems, to custom doors, windows and acoustics, we will make sure it's done right. Let’s not forget the quiet ventilation, clean power, wiring and workstation issues. It’s all one complete system, working together seamlessly.
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Being licensed as a general contractor and specializing in recording studios has given Mark experience on all levels of a build, from home studios to large recording complexes, performance rooms, voice – over booths and radio stations to home theaters. Having the experience of a specialized builder is crucial when it comes to building something as complicated as an acoustic environment. His expertise in developing quiet HVAC systems, dedicated electrical supplies, and the water tight dynamics of a sonic environment will put your studio in a league of it’s own. Review Studio Construction Services’ list of satisfied clients, and read through the testimonials; “reinforce your position in the market place”.
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